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Apollo 9900 innovation enables cost-efficient provision of dedicated connectivity services; extends OTN switching benefits from core to metro and
access network portions

WESTFORD, Mass., Oct. 28, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Ribbon Communications Inc. (Nasdaq: RBBN), a global provider of real time communications
software and network solutions to service providers, enterprises, and critical infrastructure sectors, today announced two transformative additions to its
Apollo 9900 Optical Transport Network (OTN) Switching portfolio, the Apollo 9901X platform and the MIO700 blade. The new solutions extend OTN
switching from core to metro networks cost-efficiently, a difficult requirement to fulfill until today.

   

Ribbon's 9901X access OTN switch provides the benefits of a software-configurable solution including faster provisioning, wavelength grooming and
automated restoration throughout the network to the edge with the cost efficiencies previously found only in manual options. While traditional solutions
map multiple 10G colored interfaces onto a WDM network using transponders or muxponders via fixed filters, which requires engineering, the Apollo
9901X maps services under software control onto one or two 100G wavelength uplinks, which can be configured in an access ring.

The 9901X can carry up to twenty business services including any combination of Gigabit Ethernet, Fibre Channel and SONET/SDH. Optical
encryption provides additional security for sensitive applications. The Apollo 9901X is delivered in an industry-first ultra-compact 1RU platform and
interworks seamlessly with Apollo metro and core OTN switches under a common management interface.

Service providers constantly searching for new ways to deliver metro aggregation at the lowest cost per bit already leverage Ribbon's innovative
9904X metro OTN switch with its "fabric-less" design. The MIO700 blade provides an additional range of benefits, including an ultra-economical 400G
DCO (Digital Coherent Optics) uplink and a 700G fabric. Up to four MIO700 blades can interconnect on the 9904X backplane, providing pay as you
grow scalability up to 2.8T capacity.

"Our Apollo suite of products is designed to help service providers deploy programmable and open optical networks cost-effectively and these two new
additions are furthering that mission," said Sam Bucci, EVP & General Manager, Packet Optical Networks, Ribbon. "While the economics of OTN
switching have always been prohibitive in the metro and access components of the network, the Apollo 9901X and MIO700 blade change the equation
for providers everywhere."

About Ribbon
Ribbon Communications (Nasdaq: RBBN), which recently merged with ECI Telecom Group, delivers global communications software and network
solutions to service providers, enterprises and critical infrastructure sectors. We engage deeply with our customers, helping them modernize their
networks for improved competitive positioning and business outcomes in today's smart, always-on and data-hungry world. Our innovative, end-to-end
solutions portfolio delivers unparalleled scale, performance, and agility, including core to edge IP solutions, UCaaS/ CPaaS cloud offers, leading-edge
software security and analytics tools, as well as packet and optical networking leveraging ECI's Elastic Network technology. To learn more about
Ribbon visit rbbn.com.  For more information about our Elastic Network technology packet-optical portfolio visit ecitele.com.

Important Information Regarding Forward-Looking Statements  
The information in this release contains forward-looking statements regarding future events that involve risks and uncertainties. All statements other
than statements of historical facts contained in this release, including those related to the expected benefits from Ribbon Communication products, are
forward-looking statements. The actual results of Ribbon Communications may differ materially from those contemplated by the forward-looking
statements. For further information regarding risks and uncertainties associated with Ribbon Communications' business, please refer to the "Risk
Factors" section of Ribbon Communications' most recent annual or quarterly report filed with the SEC. Any forward-looking statements represent
Ribbon Communications' views only as of the date on which such statement is made and should not be relied upon as representing Ribbon
Communications' views as of any subsequent date. While Ribbon Communications may elect to update forward-looking statements at some point,
Ribbon Communications specifically disclaims any obligation to do so.
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